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ABSTRACT 
A sensitivity analysis is made for solutions to linear equation systems involving 
M-matrices. We present a theorem which tells about relative changes of elements of 
the solution vector when the coefficients of a given M-matrix shift. The Metzler 
theorem and the Morishima theorem are generalized, and applied to the Leontief 
model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of M-matrices plays an important role in the analysis of the 
Leontief model (see, e.g., [1] and [9]). One interesting topic is the sensitivity 
analysis of solutions to linear equations involving M-matrices. Metzler [5, 6] 
obtained a result concerning absolute changes of solutions, and then Mofishima 
[9] presented a proposition about proportional changes of solutions (see also 
[2]). These results have been generalized by Sierksma [13], allowing for 
changes in all the elements of the final demand vector. 
In this paper, we generalize some of the results obtained so far, allowing 
for changes in some elements of an M-matrix also. Recently, Eisner, Johnson, 
and Neumann [3] showed results similar to ours. While they deal with the 
changes in Perron (eigen-)vectors, we are concerned with those in solution 
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vectors of resolvent problems, thus dispensing with the irreducibility of 
M-matrices. 
2. NOTAT ION AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let M ° and M* be n by n nonsingular M-matrices (n >I 2). These 
matrices may be different from each other only in the first s (0 < s < n) 
columns. Consider the following two linear equations: 
pM ° = w °, (1) 
pM*= w*, (2) 
where w o and w* are given row n-vectors and w o >> 0 (we use the same 
inequality signs as in [1, p. xvii]). We denote by p o and p* respectively the 
solutions to (1) and (2). Evidently pO >>0. The index set {1,2 . . . . .  s} is 
denoted by S, and the set { s + I . . . . .  n } by R. The symbol Ps means the 
vector (Pl,  P2 . . . . .  p,), and M s means the n by s matrix formed by the first s 
columns of M. The symbols PR, MR, Ws, and wn are defined similarly. We 
assume w~ = w~. 
Our main result is 
THEOREM 1. I f  (p M )~ > w~' for all i ~ s, then 
P* i  ip io  min!  ~ S < P_2_~ for all j ~ R. ! 
Proof. Let M ° and M* be split respectively as M°=hI -A  ° and 
M* = h i  - A*, where 2~ is a positive scalar, and A ° and A* are nonnegative 
matrices (see [1, pp. 133, 138]). Note that A ° and A* are the same in the last 
n - s columns, i.e., A~ = A~. Consider the following iteration: 
p(O) = p o 
1 p(O) (because p°M~ > w~), pO~ = -~(p¢O~A* + w* ) < 
1 
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We have p(0)> p(1)>~ . . .  >~ p(~)>~ p(i+b>~ . . . ,  because A* and h are both 
nonnegative or positive. Since the vector sequence (p(")} is bounded from 
below, it converges to some vector pl. This vector pl satisfies pl(hI - A*)= 
w*, implying pl = p.. Thus, pO > p,  for i ~ S. 
Let k = min(p*/p ° li ~ S). Clearly 0 ~< k < 1 and kp( <~ p'~. Since w ° 
>> 0, if follows that 
kXp? <<(kp°A°+w°) j=(kp°A*+w*) j  for j cR .  (3) 
Now consider the iteration 
[because of (3)], 
1 
= X 
It is easy to see that p~) << p~) ~< p~) ~< . . . .  The sequence {pen ")) is mono- 
tone nondecreasing and bounded from above by p~. The boundedness can be 
shown as follows by mathematical induction: 
and 
. 1 f [ . , . , . . , . ( i )~A , 1 R+w ) 
Thus we obtain as a limit p~ which satisfies 
This equation implies p~ = p~. Therefore, p~ >> p~)= kp~. This is the 
desired result. • 
Note that we do not require the irreducibility of M ° and M*. This 
theorem is a partial generalization of Theorem 21 in Sierksma [13], where 
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changes in w o only are considered, while we allow for those in M o also. Our 
theorm is similar to Observation 4.1 of Eisner, Johnson, and Neumann [3], 
which requires, however, the irreducibility of an M-matrix and the non- 
negativeness of the perturbation vector. 
3. RELATED THEOREM 
We can obtain a series of theorems by using our theorem in the preceding 
section. 
THEOrmM 2. I f  S= {i} and (p°M*)i  > w*, then p,/pO < p~/p~ for 
j~ i .  
This is simply a special case of Theorem 1, and was first presented in [6]. 
A similar result is Theorem 2.1 of Eisner, Johnson, and Neumann [3]. 
THEOREM 3 (Morishima's theorem). Let Bq be the (i, j )  element of 
(M°) -k  Then for an arbitrary positive n-vector z = ( z 1, z~ . . . . .  z,~ ) the 
following inequalities hold: 
B. Bij 
> for all i ~ j. E~=lZkBki E~=lZkBkj 
Proof. In Equations (1) and (2), put w °= z + e i and w* = z respec- 
tively, where e, is the n-vector whose ith element is unity with the remaining 
elements all zero. Consider the special case where M o = M*. Then it follows 
that 
(p°M*) i  = (p°M°)~ = w ° = z~ +1 > z, = w*. 
Then, by Theorem 2, we have 
EzkBki F~zkBkj < 
B, + ZzkBki Bq + EZkBkj " 
From this, the theorem easily follows. • 
Note again that we do not need the irreducibility of M o. Thus, the 
irreducibility assmnption earl be dropped from Theorem 16 in Murata [10, p. 
120]. 
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THEOREM 4. I f  dMo >> 0 for an n-vector d >> 0, then 
Bii Bi i 
> for i~ j .  
d i dj 
Proof. Put z = dM ° and apply Theorem 3 above; then we have 
E~=lZkBkj = d j, and the result follows. • 
THEOREM 5. I feM o >> 0, where e = (1,1 .... ,1), then B, > Bij for i :/: j. 
This theorem was established by Fiedler and Ptak [4]. 
THEOREM 6 (Metzler's theorem). I feM ° >1 0, then Bii >1 Bij for i ~ j. 
Proof. Consider the matrix M °(e) = M ° + el for e > 0. The theorem 
follows from Theorem 5 by letting e ~ 0. • 
The irreducibility assumption is unnecessary in Theorem 2.3 of Seneta 
[11, p. 29]. 
4. ECONOMIC INTERPRETATIONS 
In the Leontief model, we deal with the equation 
p=( l+r )pA+w,  
where p is the row n-vector of wage-unit prices (i.e., prices are normalized so 
as to make the money wage rate unity), A the n by n input coefficient 
matrix, w the row n-vector of direct labor input coefficients, and r the 
uniform rate of profit. Thus, in the splitting of M o and M*, the scalar k can 
be interpreted as the reciprocal of the interest factor 1 + r. Let us regard A ° 
and w ° as technological data before technical progress, and A* and w* as 
data after innovation. The vectors ]9 ° and p* are the equilibrium price 
vectors before and after technical changes respectively, w ° >> 0 means that 
each industry requires direct labor input before technical progress. We could 
have assumed w* >> 0 also, then having k > 0 in the proof of Theorem 1. The 
inequalities (p°M*) i  > w*, i~S ,  in Theorem 1 mean that the first s 
industries adopt cost-reducing new processes. A~ = A~ and w~ = w~ simply 
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means that there are no technical changes adopted in the last n -s  in- 
dustries. Theorem 1 tells us that the largest percentage price decrease will 
occur among those industries which adopt new processes. Theorem 2 is a 
special case of Theorem 1 and says that if cost-reducing technical change 
occurs only in the ith industry, then the largest percentage price decrease will 
be observed in that ith industry. 
Theorem 5 means that if the column sums of A ° are all smaller than ~, 
then the labor-saving new process in the ith industry (wi ° > w* ) will reduce 
the price of commodity i by the greatest s/ze. 
We can give other economic interpretations u ing the dual side of the 
Leontief model, i.e., the quantity equation x = (1 + g)Ax + c, where x is the 
column n-vector of activity levels, c the final demand vector, and g the rate 
of balanced growth. (Note that in this interpretation the final demand vector 
c is given to workers after production.) 
It is possible to generalize the Leontief model so that we can allow for 
fixed capital and obtain the same results as in the model of circulating capital 
(see Fujimoto [5]). 
The authors thank Professor R. 1. Plemmons and a referee for helped 
comments and suggestions'. 
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